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1 Introduction

Many of two dimensional conformai field theories (2d CFT) are classified by the GKO
construction due to Goddard, Kent and Olive [I]. This construction is algebraic in nature
since it is based essentially on the theory of Lie algebras and their representations. Quan-
tum field theoretically, the GKO construction corresponds to gauged WZW (GWZW)
theories [2, 3, 4, 5]. In a first publication [4], Karabali, Schnitzcr and collaborators, have
shown that the conformai central charges corresponding to the GfH, GWZW theory and
the G/H, algebraic GKO construction are the same. They have shown also that the en-
ergy momentum tensor T for the GWZW theory and that of the GKO, Tl!ho, are equal
in the weak sense, i.e. the equality holds between physical states;

(Ph!l.«\T\Phus) = {Pln/.i\TtlK0\Pln/.i) . (1.1)

In a subsequent paper, the above iiieiitioiicd authors [G]. sec also [7], have shown that the
analytic energy momentum tensor T(z) of flu: G/H GWZW model splits into Tllho and
a Q-BRST exact operator T' = {Q,X} having a zero conformai central charge (c1 = O)
and acting trivially on the physical states;

Q\Pliy») = » • (1-2)

On the other hand, in the last few years, there has been much interest in the study of
integrablo deformations of two dimensional conformai theories, especially minimal models
[8, 9, 1O]. The methods used in these studies are mostly algebraic [1, 11] or a mixture of
algebraic methods and quantum fields [12]. Other methods use ( he Feigin -Riehs appratirli
[13] or the scattering 5 matrix techniques [14, 15]. However, very few works, dealing wit h
this subject, use the pure quantum field theoretical approach [IG], see also [17]. One of
the problems one encounters in using the field theoretical method is basically the lack of
the quantum conformai field action S» describing the critical theory. Apart from some
models like the Isiiig model [18, 17]. the gaussian model [18], the Liouville theory and
generalizations [19, 20], there is no quantum field action that describe all models of the
minimal series and its extensions. One of the results of this work is to show that such
action 5 can be constructed indeed by using the GWZW as formulateci by Karabali and
Schnit/.er.

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to exploit, the recent developments of the GWZW
theory in connection with the algebraic coset model in order to build up the quantum field
theory of models, of the. type of the. unitary minimal series. More precisely, we consider
coscts of type Gk, ® GinIGk1^k2

 a n c ' study their quantum field representations. Among
the results that we have obtained, we mention the following:



(i) TIK: (iuantum field action S describing the conformai Gk1 ®Gk2/Gki+k? coset models,

for simple groups G, reads as:

S[A-I, Ar2,91,.'/2, />, l>,c, b, S] = /CiHg1] -J- k2[g2] - (Ar, + Ar2 + cv)I[h]

d2ztr{bdc + bdc) , (1.3)j
u-licr<; kl[g] is flic usual level k, WZVV action, see Eq.(2.1); b,c,b,c are the ghost fields
ami (\, is the quadratic casimir of the group G. g\, g-i and Ii are the WZW fields belonging
to the fundamental represontation of G and parametrizing respectively the Kac Moody
groups Gk,,Gk, and Gk,+kj. Choosing G = SU(2), Ic2 = 1 and c,, = 2, one obtains
the coiiformnl field action describing the models of the minimal scries of central charge
I=I- 6/[(A-, + 2)(A-, + 3)]. Note that. Ec[.(1.3), which reduces to the topologici Gk/Gk

theory when we set A-2 = 0, can also be extruded to more than two factors Gk1 ® G^.

(ii) The total Kac Moody (KM) analytic current ./(;) generating the KM symmetry
of Ec[.(1.3) is found to be a Q BRST exact, operator,

./(.-) = {Q,6(;)}, (1.4)

exactly as in the topological G[G GWZW theories [21]. Note that this identity can also be
viewed as a untumi definition of t he DDST charge operator Q. Its non degenerate solution
coincides with the Karabali SVlmitzcr BRST operator [5], see also Eq.(4.5). Moreover,
projecting Eq.(l.'l) on the physical states of the Gn-, W Gj.2/G;1+^ GWZW theory, one
obtains constraint equations which by solving them give the physical spectrum of the
conformai coset obtained by the .standard methods [22J. Also we recover the. relation
existing between the energy momentum tensor T of the. G*, WGjj/Gn,+^ GWZW model
and T:l<".

(iii) The full Foi-k space of the 5^. , (2) « 5(/A.2(2)/St/4.,+A.,(2) GWZW model is shown
to l>e completely characterized by four quantum numbers namely the energy, the isospin,
its projection and the ghost number. It is also shown that the Virasoro primary fields
obtained from the algebraic method correspond to the ground states of the quantum field
theoretical approach.

(iv) For the interesting example of critical models of the minimal series, we have made
contact between the known formula for the conformai weight Ar,.« and the one obtained
by using the SUk(2) x SU^2)/SUk+\{2) GWZW theory. Among the consequences of this
analysis we mention: First, the derivation of the WZW fields realizations for the first
primary fields. The latter can be used in the study of the deformation of minimal models,
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see Eq.(6.13). Second, by setting k2 = 0, we recover the SUk{2)/SUk(2) topological WZW
model, whose ground states correspond to primary fields of the type <t>w, 0 < r < k + 1.

The presentation of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we analyse the WZW
theory for groups of type G 1̂ ® Gk2 and write down the corresponding action. In Sec-
tion 3 we study in detail the Gk, ® GkJG^k2 GWZW theory. The analysis of the
quantum constraints, obtained from the gauging of the anomaly free subgroup G of
G ® G, is made in Section 4. In Section 5 we derive the physical spectrum of the
SUkl(2) ® SUk2{2)/SUk,+ki(2) GWZW theory. Interesting consequences at the level of
the minimal series arc exhibited. Discussions and conclusions arc given in Section G.

2 The Gk1 ® Gh WZW theory

We start by considering a general WZW model on a Ricmaim surface M with fields
g = </(£)>£ = (^'i?2), taking values in a representation Ii(\i) H If(Xj) of n cowpiwt
Lie group of type G = G\ <X> Gj. A1 and A2 are highest weights associated with I lie
representations P1 = /?(Ai) and 7?2 = Ii(Xt) of the corresponding groups. Before writing
down the action S[Gk, WGk2] of the G 1̂ « G ^ WZW model that we will consider, let us
first recall the action S[Gk\ = S[fc,(/] for the usual G*. WZW theory [23]:

where g(x) = g((.'\^\^2) is assumed fo bo well defined on a three dimensional manifold
B of boundary M. The symbol tilda carried by g will be disregarded in the following.
The action (2.1) is invariant under the gauge transformations

Jj(O-»-«(*) ff(O ft"1 (2). (2.2)

where Si and JJ are /?-vahied matrices analytically depending on - = £' + i f and £ =
£' — / f respectively. The symmetry (2.2) is generated by conserved currents ./" = J" and
.7° = J" satisfying

5.7" = 0, 0.7" = 0. n = 1,2,...7J = dim G, (2.3)

and realized in terms of the WZW field ;/ as

J-~ ktr[i'g-lOg) . .
.7"~ k U(VOg g-') . l '

In these equations 0 = 0/Oz.B = 0/0: and the C's are the generators of the R-
rt'prrsrafation of the compact Lie group G obeying the finite dimensional Lie nlgcbra

[f.tl'] = ifnb
cf . (2.5)



Note that the currents (2.4) obey the O.P.E of the GK Kac Moody (KM) algebra:

(2.6)

Using the Laurent modes J7
1J = § ^ c" .7°(c), Ecis.(2.6) read as

W A ' ] / • " JS + «•% (2.7)

ami a simlar relation for the autinnalytic. sector. Also note that the KM gauge symmetries

(2.2) induci! a conformai symmetry generated by the Sugawara. energy momentum tensor

T(z) [24]

where <;, is the quadratic Casimir of the adjoint representation of C. Using the relation

. I " ( z ) ij(w. iii) = , ' _ < / ; ( ' " , ™ ) , (2.9)

tog(!th(!i- with E(|.(2.S), one can compute the conformili weight A3 of the WZW field g.

Straightforward algebra shows I lint:

T(z) I1(W. w) = ^ j ' w ) 2 i,(w, Xd) + JTZ^) °'" fl(t"'7i>) ( 2 - 1 0 )

where

A,, = C,,/(fc + r0) (2.11)

<iii<! C;t is tlw. Ciisituir of rii<> rojircwiitntioii /?of G in which the field g lives. In the case

O = Sl/('2) and R = 2 for example, the conformai weight. A, reads:

+ 2) = j ^ y • (2.12)

Having given the basic facts for the G/; WZW theory, we come now to the derivation

of the action .S'[(T»V, flftj of the Gt, » GA2 WZW theory. The following construction

generalizes the previous review and can be extended to direct products of more than two

Consider Hist the case k) = k? = k and parametrize, the WZW field iy(O as:

.9(0 =.'
-'in ^,,-><c\^..-iir\ (2-13).9"'(O =fl,-'(O «.'I'-'



where p, and g2 take values respectively in the representations R, and R2 of the groups
G\ and G2. g(0 is a tensor field of 2 + 2 = 4 indices. By inserting the decomposition
(2.13) in Eq.(2.1), one obtains

(2.14)

® .92) •

(Sf1 ®.92"1R(

where the trace is taken over the tensor product, representation /? = Ri KR2. Then using

the following relations

t r U , M A-,] = t r U , ] • tr[,4->]
ir ' n,1 " ii2

l -' (9 J5)
#,.[</! « Ui] = W.fll ® <72) + (fll « 0/i</2) .

one finds the G* ® G;v- action:

- ^ / rf*e Cn + -^-I <f\r ?#> Cn* . (2.1G)
1On- v.M 247T JB

S[k'j, iji] i = 1,2 is similar to E<i.(2.1) with A-J = kdimR-i,^ = Mini/Pi mid when- Cn

and Cn^ are given by

Ai = }r|<W'<7il • }y[02'c)"n2] + tr[//r'tf,,.<7.] Jrp'fl.j'ff,] (2.17)

ffj'Soffii !ìV^'.lì]

For siniplo groups Gi and G2 for which the following relations

Irtor'O,./;) = ». J/L'/j'y,,.'/*] = O (2.19)

hold, the G* «i GA. WZW action (2.10 IS) reduces to the two terms:

S[A-. m. Ij1] = S[k\./,,] + S\k>2. !l2] . (2.20)

Here we. would like to note the following facts: (i) By setting the WZW iield Ij2(Ii) to the
identity, one recovers (lie usual G;,- WZW model described by the action Eq.(2.1)

S[*i..<7i] = A-,/fo,]. (2.21)



(ii) If the fields </i and g2 belong to representations /J1 and R2 such that dira ili = dim R2,

then the two terras of Eq.(2.20) are formally the same. Moreover, if the two groups Gi
and G2 are identical as in the coset models, then the two fields g\ and 172 can be used
to build up relevant operators involved in the study of the integrable deformations of
c-onformal coset. models G1., ®GkJGic,+kt. For the SUk(2)®SUK{'2)/SU-2ic{2) coset model
of Ref.[25], the 02,i deformation is given by

fiS~ f <I2? tr(grlfl2 + fl2'fli)- (2-22)

Other field realizations of conformai primary fields 0r>s will be given in Section 6 (see
E(i.s.(G.l3)). (iii) Finally, the action S[Ic1,A-2,j7i,</2] of the GA-, 69 G^ VVZW theory for
A:, ̂  hi is also given by Eq.(2.20) namely:

S[Icx, At2,g t,g2] = kxI[gx] + k2[g2] . (2.23)

Varying S[A-I, Ao, g\, r/2] with respect to gx and g2, one obtains the following two equations
of motion

OJI= 0, 3./J = O, { '

where
J1" ~ A:, ti(tagj'dgx), J$ ~ It1 tr(t"gf0g2)
Jf ~ k, t . r Ò ' % B '

By adding the two currents J", J2 and using Eqs.(2.6). one finds the O.P.E. algebra

•/&(=) •/?,(«') = ^ ^ « - + / r 4 , ^ (2-26)

where ./";, = J"+ J2. Note that then; are also similar relations for the antianalytic currents

Jx., = J" + J2 that generate the diagonal subgroup of the (G;., ® G i J n right symmetry.

3 The gauged Gkl ® GkJGkl+k2 WZW model

Following the standard method used in the study of the gauged GfH WZW theory [6,
2G]. the action that describes the gauging anomaly free vector subgroup G of the global
(G W G);. N (G CO G)n symmetry is:

S[kx.k.x.au(h,A.A] = kxIlquA,A] + hl\g2,A,A] (3.1)

where /[</,. /I1 A] (i = 1 , 2 ) are given by:

A-,%, A. A] = A-f%] + £ £ JM <fz £(S i , A, A).

C(;!i. A. A) = A[dg,uTl] - À\grl0g,] + [AgtAg;'\ -AA.



The light cone components /1 and A of the gauge field A1, which belong to the adjoint
representation of G are parametrized as:

A = OFF-', A = OHH-1, (3.3)

where F and H are group elements of G. The dependence of Eqs.(3.1 -2) on these non
propagating fields induces constraints which classically reads

hllT^ Og1+h2!i2
l Or12+ P^ An,+!/21An2-A= 0 . ^ - '1 '

Af the (|iiai!tii))] level there is analogous constraints which play a rnicmil role in the
identification of the spectrum of the conformai G*, V> G^/G'n-,+^, coset models. For
details see Sections '1 and Jj. To write down these constraints, one should first calculate
the. partition function Z associated with the action (3.1-2) and th-n derivi; the Green
Functions [or the Kuc Moody ciirrrnts. Lot us tfivc the liinin Jij;r;.s of the rujjipuijitiou for
the derivation of the quantum constraints. The Gi11 WG^/Gn.^jij partition function Z is,

Z = IVn1VfI2VAVA^i [-A-,,/|[f/,,/l./l] - k2l[n2,A,À\] . (3.5)

Using the Polyakov and Weiginann identity [27, 6, 20]

% • F] = /[/;,] + /[F] -^JM 'P= )j{<i;xOfuÓFF-') , (3.0)

we can rewrite the action (3.1 -2) as

5[A-,.k2.a,.Ij3. A. A] = A:,/[F-1//,//] + h.,l[F-'n2H] - (A-, + A-2)/[F-'H] . (3.7)

(Ui using the change of variables Eqs.(3.3) and taking into account Eq.(3.7), the part i-
Iioti function Z becomes

Z = JVfI1Vf)2VFVHdVt Ddet D exp [-ktHF-'fu^cxpl-k-illF-'f^H)] x

exp [+(A-,+A-,)/(F-'//)]. (3.8)

where the .Iacobiaus dot D and det D corresponding to the change of variables (3.3) are
as follows

det D = del(y-[.4.])

det D = det [Ù -[A.]) (3.9)

detDdctD = exp(2c1./[F-1//])<let(Vd.-ty .

det 0 and (let0 are free chiral determinants which respectively can be represented by ghost
fields b.c and h,c belonging to the adjoint representation of G, As usual the ghost c. and
r have conformai weight zero while b and h have conformai weight, one.
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Mofoover, using the vector invariance of the Haar measure VgIVg2VFVHVcDcDbVb,
one can make the following convenient change of variables

0I=F-1OiH, Vg1=Vg1

h = F-Ig2H, Vg2 = Vg2,
 (àW>

leading to

Z = JVg1Vg2VFVHVbVbVcVc exp [-AT1Z[G?,) - k2l(g2)]expp, + k2 + 2C1)Z(F"1 W)] x

exp [ - t r / <Pz[bdc + bdc] . (3.11)

Finally, choosing the gauge A = 0 or ccHiivnifmtry W = I, one obtains the following
gauge fixed partition function

Z = J Vg1Vg2VFVbVbVcVc exp [-Jfc,Z(<j,) - k2l(g2)] exp[(Jfc, + Ic2 + 2C11)Z[F-']] x

oxp [-tr J(Pz{bdc + bdc)\, (3.12)

when; F" ' has been replaced by F.

To identify the (|uantinn constraints that we have mentioned earlier, one couples the

act ion 5 = S[A-I. ta. Ux. !h, F, 6, c, I), r],

S = A-iI\ui] + >>-A<h} ~ (A-| + k2 + 2C0)I[F) + J(Pz tr(bf)c + bde) (3.13)

Io the external gauge; fields 13 and B either as we did for Eq.(3.1) or equivalently by means
of the !ninnimi substitution i) —> V = O — B and O = D-B,

n = 11 1OU; B = V-1OV, (3.14)

where U mid I" nrc group cleiiients of O. The resulting action I[B, B] describing couplings
Io I he cxlcniiil Melds is I lien:

S[IJ. 11] = klHgl.B.f3\ + h-2I[gi.B,B]-(kl + k, + 2cl,)I[F,B,B\- Jd2: t.r(6Vr + 6Vc) .

(3.15)
The concspondiiig piutiliou Z[B, B] rends,

Z[B. B] = fVg{Vg2VFVbVlVcVf:vxv(-S[B, B)) . (3.1G)

Using mm' E(|s.(3.1'l) and (3.0). one may check that, the following relations hold

*,/&/,. B. B) = IcxI[U-1O1V] - Ii1I[V 'V] {a)
k2l(g2. B. B] = A-,/[t/-'.7,,\'] - W]U-1V) (b)

-(A-, + k-, + 2r,.)/[F. B. B] = -(A-, + k2 + 2r,,)I[U 'FV] + (A-, + k-, + 2Cn)I]W1V) (c)
ftp-: trffcVr + bVc) = ftP: Ir(Wr + WJr) - 'ic J[U-* V] . (d)

(3.17)



Note that in establishing Eq.(3.17-d), one should do the chiral rotations

J = V-1C, c' = U->c
b'^bV, b'=bU, (ÓAS>

which gives the free ghost system and a WZW term, 2cvI[U~lV], coming from the ,Ja-
cobian of the transformation of the Haar mcasnrc [26]. Putting E([s.(3.17) back into
Eqs.(3.15-16), one discovers that- the partition function (3.16) does not depend on the
external fields D and D. Consequently, functional dcrivaties of Z[D, D] with respect to
B and D vanisti identically. In particular, we have the following quantum constraints

(3.19)

= (PInMJ1JPIn1,) ^O (b)

where T1,,, = ./, + J2 + Ji2 •+• J11I1 and J1n, = Ji -(- J2 + J i 2 +./,;, arc tin- total left and right
Kac Moody currents given by

•h - *-i.9r'y.'/i
J 2 = huh'Ogi

Jn= -(A-, +hi + 2<;.)F-< OF W '
.!,„,= :!,(:)<•(:) :

and similar relations for the autianalytic sector.

4 More on the quantum constraints

Using the following O. V. E. algebras

JKz)J1Hw) = (: - I.-)"2 [^ft"* + if'1 A= ~ W)OJKw)]

JSWUM = (- - " ' ) - - [£*"* + ' / "" A: ~ W)OJSi«•)] (

Ji'2(--)J!'2(»O = {= ~ li')"2 [-W'**?™** + //•'" A= - Ir)OJ]3(V)]

J^)JSkM = (- - "O^I'V'V" + if* -(- " WKWw(Ii')]

one linds: (i) The central charge k of the total current ./,';,, is identically zero:

•C(-)-4i ' " ) = '/"" .Or[W)I[Z - ii-) • (4.2)

(ii) Writing ./,", as

./;;„ = (./;• + .is- Jj1) + (Jy, + Jr3 + JSt)- (4-3)

one .sees that, the two terms of the right hand side of this equation concsiiond to the GKO
f»*-i •:•• O11JCi.; f ^ coset cuncnl and a lopological term of zero KM central charge. Note

10



that for the coscts we ate considering in this study, JCKO = 0 as shown by Eq.(2.26).

Using this property and dimensional arguments, one sees that the total KM currents Jf01

are BiiST exact, operators of the form

J"(z) = {Q,b"(z)} , (4.4)

wlinro Q is the DRST charge operator of the GWZW theory. Actually Bq.(4.4) may be

viewed its a natural definition of the BRST charge. A non degenerate solution of this

equation is given by the BRST nilpotent charge operator:

/ 2/TT I t " J 2 J

Expanding ./,,,j. h and r in Laurent series ax

OO
III y * ^ - 7 ( 1 - I /(I

/'"(-)= E ---1K, (4.0)
U = - C O

OO

' I W 2-, - f'n )
n=-oo

tìnti lisina tl«* cnnonicnJ niiticoinniutntiou rolntions

together with

3O , , . OO (A Q\

Q = Z : ^1,,Jj;1,, + ./;„ + J1I-J1,] : -'- j a h
 r ^ : f'i,,b_n£ft+m : , [h) ^ '

H = - O C ' — 2 H.IMSS-OO

the (|iiiinttitii coiistmhit. K(js.(3.iy) remi as:

h11S]J^n]Ph1)S) = I1Ph11K]Qb1;, + IfnQ]PtWs) = O . (4.9)

Physic-ill slates of the Gt., «G^/Gn,.,+», GWZW model are then defined a-s

•CI™. ' / " ) = 0 ; W > 0,0 = 1 /5 (n)
jp,,io\Pli!is) = 0: r> positive roots of G (ft) (4.10)

An rciuivalenl stiitemeut. is

yiP/n/.-i) = !). (4.11)

NoIc t hiit Eqs.(I.K). l)-c) .show tlint pliy.sic-nl .states behnve as xcalars only with respect to

f l ic nlgeitrii KCiKTiitcd !»• f l ic m o d e s •/,',',,„:

11



The holoinorplnc total energy momentum tenbor T(z) generating the ronfonnal sym-
metry of the GWZW action (3.13) reads tis:

T(z) = Ty{z) + T2(z) + fl2(z) + Tljh(-i , (4.13)

when; T1, T2 and T\2 arc given by the Sugnwara construction

(*,+<v)2i(*)= : Jf{g)Jf{z):
T2(z)= -.Ji(Z)JZ(Z): (4.14)

[-(*, + Ai + 2fV) + C11]T12(Z) = : Jn(Z)JuIs) : ,

ami the ghost torni is given Uy the usual free fenniouie realization

T,,h(z) =: b"dc" : . (4.1.0)

Those conserved rurrwits olwy the following O.P.E. algebra

T1 (z)Tt (0) = Z-" [!%&*• + 2rTi (0) + zi)T, (O)]

z-> fS^jl + 231^
(4.10)

fl2(z)fl2(0) = e"1 [n<fc-*,-t,-te.) + 2^r,,(0) f ]

where tlie conformai anomaly C[G. :i] is giv<m by

C[Cr] = - ^ - . (4.17)

Usiiif; the above relations, one finds that

T(Z)T(O) = z-A{CMl2 + 2S2T(O) + Z(JT(O)] , (4.18)

«•!«•re flie tot.nl central charme is

Similarly as for Eqs.(4.:$-4), the total energy momentum tensor can Iw decomposed ;is
the sum of the GKO term T t ;AO plus a topological term T' where

'J-CKO = T1 +T:- T12.

,,.•,,,^, (4-2M)
Ivi — T

and

A-I + A--J + C1.)

12



As observed by Karabali and Sclmitzcr, the two above currents obey the following O.P.E.
algebra

T':l<o(z)Tcl<o(\S) = z->[C(!KO/2 + 2z'2Tc"<o(Q) + zdTc:'<o(0)}

T!Ka(z)V(0) = Regular terms (4.22)

Such O.P.E. algebra may al.so be seen at. the level of the conformai anomaly Eq.(4.19)
which decomposes as:

C,,,, = C(iKi) + C . (a)
C<:i«> =C( (7 , A1) + C(G', k2) -C(G, Ar, + A2) (b) (4.23)

C = C(C. A-, + A2) + C[G, - f c , - f c , - 2 ( . v ) + C3I1 = O. (r)

G()s.('1.21) !itid (4.2JJ-C) tOKClIiKi' with the dimensional arguments show tluit T is a

lopological quantity ^ivcii by

7" = {Q. : V(C)[J1I2 - -/;2j :}/(A.-| + A;, + r,,) . (4.24)

the analytic currents T(z),Tais" and T' in Laurent series as,
OO

T{z) = £ =""fl"2 Lm
H = - O O

7<;w ' (;)= § 3-"-2Lf-'1'" (4.25)
II=:— OO

T(=) = £ I'""1' LI,, ,
/ I = -OO

and paraiuelrizing the physical states \Pliys) in terms of the energies A1-'sand the highest

\PI,ys) = |A,, A1)IA,, A2)IA,,, A12)IA,;,, A,,,) , (4.26)

one cidi ciiinpule the cinifuniml weights A. A(;h-() suul A' eorresponding to tho eigenvalues

or /.„. L',;Ka and IJn respectively. Wi- Knd

A = A i + A-j - A rj + A,* • (4.27)

wlim- A1 . Aj mid Ai2 ;\ro given l>y.

A 1 = [/'//.S(AiV(A-, +<•„)}+ 7>,,
A2 = [(<IS(AJ)/(A-J + e,,)] + Ji2, (4.28)

A1J = [('(1-"(A1-J)AA-I + k-i + <•„)! + H12

ili, V2. ii,j are positis'e integers.

A/,7,y; is computed l>y using the constraint A' = O corresponding to the vanishing of the

lnpological i
\ _ À A

(4.29)
n= A12-A,,,,
A = U11Ka = A, + A 2 - A,., .

Therefore the liriil theoretical and the algebraic coset methods lead to the sanie conformai
weights.
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5 Spectrum of the [SU(2)h®SU(2)k2/SCfkl+h(2)] W Z W
models

In this section we analyse the spectrum of unitary representations of the [Sl/(2)n-, Cs
SU{2)kJ'S£/».1+»-J(2)1 GWZW theory by using the methods of quantum field theory. Apart
from the works of [IG. 17] and a few others, most studies dealing with this subject, use
algebraic, methods based essentially on the GKO cosci construction [I]. As ghost, states
play a crucial role in constructing the physical spectrum of the GWZW theory, we .start
first. l)j- considering this sector.

5.1 The ghost sector

Tile first faci, we wanl Io slum* fiere it! Kiaf the gfiosf Focfc space J-tli, can lie dccoiti-
poscd into orthogonal snbspaies F)1Ji*','' completely characterized by the quantum num-
bers ii. j,in and I) corresponding respectively Io the energy. Hie SU(2) j>hosf. isospin. its
projection and the ghost number. In symbols

f..,n = © © © © ^1J • (5-D
l/~ -^O J-ff JII=^-J /I — (I

Secondly, as a consequence of the SUi(2) Kac Moody symmetry Eq.(4.1) of the ghost

sector of the GWZW theory:

; JiP »± i _ J . ; ±
v'ahM- 1V'-'"' "" ^ -V'."+"'
[•4V,- J* J = •>"/,..+„< + 2»^H.,...,, (5.2)

there m<! live intepable.vepresenlations I0J,,,,) havinfij,,), = 0.1/2, 1,3/2 mvil jui, = <;. = 2.
To establish the decomposition E<|.(5.1). consider first the. ghost operator number;

A' of the [.Wi-,(2) «.W,,.,(2)/.V(/,,,+i,,(2)] GWZW theory and write; it as

Because of the identities

giiosf. stntm that (ire. rrcntcd from the gjlinst \iinium /O)9A for example, i.e..

/ I + O - <l" /<• It' if'

iqiiost) = n < „ n t'Z,, n r <• n "„„ n 'c,,, n ''.„„. I");//,. (5.S)

are eigensfatcs of /V u-irji eigenviilnc // = (n+ — fly) + (<\~ — /i~) + (n" — Ii"). This
means that tlic- corncspoiiding ghost Fuck space J7^1 can be decomposed into orthogonal

14



subspaces T^1 whose states have all of them the same ghost number 77. We have

(5-6)

Ghost states having 7/ = 0 are the vacuum |0)s,i, 6I71Ci771IO)9/,, 71,771 positive integers, and
more generally ghost states having as many c creation operators as b operators; like

n ./"',,JO),,, e J*h. (5.7)
I

The next step in the proof of Eq.(5.J) is that given a Fock subspace T^h with given ghost
number ;/. one ran split, it into subsets J^f1, of different. SU(2) integpr isospins j . This
structure follows from the property

[A\ •/;',,.„] = l>: i i = l ) , + , - ; » c Z . (5.8)

where .V'lU „ are the modes of the ghost KM currents

OO

•'nil,1 - È : C'n fi«-in+ 6Ui^-IiJ :
III = —OO

(5.9)

Note tli.it ghost states of Eq.(5.(i) can be constructed by using the above KM modes. We
have for example

.n r;,, .^J(I)9* e T\h

(5.10)

E(|s.(.r). K)) give ghost staN's of a definite* ghost imiitbcr 7/, but nrbitrary isospbi j . This
degeneiiicy is exactly what E(|.(5.8) means. Accordingly, each sot J^h of a given ghost,
nimiber 1/ ciin be decomposed into orthogonal subspac.es J ^ of definiti: ghost isospin j :

. " (5.11)

All, — W . -T1IhJH •
• in =-j

where J^'*' is the set of ghost slates of ghost number 7/. isospin j and isosjiiu projection
in. For example

f-'jo^e^!,. (5.12)

15



The last step for the proof of Eq. (5.1) is that both the operators N and JjJ10 commuto
with the ghost hamiltonian L91x-0:

V o = E "'•• U?nbZm -b+dm -b»nc'Lj: . (5.13)
III=—OO

This property in turn implies that, given a set Fg1x^x, we have the following decomposition:

This shows that, the ghost state, of Eq.(5.12) belongs to F]1'/,]
1,'1*.

5.2 The matter sector

There! are two matter .sectors: the positive matter sector whose states we denoted as
|niiitter)+ and the auxiliary sector denoted by |matter)_. For tin: positive matter sector
of the SUkx(2)®SUk2(2)/SUkx+kl(2) GWZW quantimi field theory, UK; Fork sparo T+ is
a tensor product of the. Fork spares T\ and T-i associated with lh« SUux (2) mid SUk1Ci)

KM symmetries (see Eq.(3.13)):

Moreover, using the Sl/j.((2) symmetries.

Av

(5.15)

(5.1G)

which show that the two .subsertors. / = 1,2. of the positive matter sector, have A-,- + 1
integrable representations |</>j.) of isospins jj = 0.1/2, . . . , A-f/2 and conformai weights Aj

A Ji(Ji + 1)
" ' " Av+2 '

One can see that the Fork spnee J7+ of the primary states 1̂ j1) ran be expressed as:

(5.17)

J i="

(5.18)

FlirtIicniiorp. <'fic)i set Fj. in tnni ran l>e decomposed into direct sinn of sulxspurcs
Fj*',*"" "'" in the same way as w<" did for F,,/,.

'.>i> f,>n r,<w,<r,

10



The only difference with the decomposition Eq.(5.1) is that in the matter sector the ghost

number is always zero. For example

Ji.-nm,/ £^„±,0 • (5.20)

Similarly, the Fock space T\i of the auxiliary, |matrer)_, decomposes into a direct sum

of subspace J^n.,,,
 a s :

-I +A-2+21/2

nij>ii r>» -t<m<t 1

(5.21)

wlu-rc ÀV2 = \jvA]v2 + 1 )/(A-| + A.--2 + 2)].

To smniiKirixc! fho prrvions analysis, physiral states

[Phys) = \niattcr)+\wattp.r)_\alwst) , (5.22)

»f rho St//., (2) M SUt1[Z)/SU/r,+k[2) GWZW models arc comj)letcly sj)eciiied by the set

S\ U Si of (iiiantiim imuibcTs corresponding to the primary states and their discendent

n\s]><'('tivplv:

S1 = {fr|A-a; Ai1Ji1ZH1; A-j, J2. "'a; Aw,ji2i'«12; AflA, JjJ1, ms;,} (523)

Si= {"i../i,"'i;wa.Ji.w'-j;"i2,J!2,"''i2.nfl,jjz,,wiszi} -

where

l><ji<%, -ji<m,<j,

" < J 2 < ^ . -J2<1>l2<J2 (5-24)

'I < JuI, < 2; ~jqh < W2 < J3/,
and

ii > I): - j j < 7Z»', < Ji

111. »2, fl i-j, Ti,;, positive integers.

Imposing flic quantum constraints E<is.(4.10) which in our i-nso read as:

(5.2G)
(J1I1J. v - / g o - J ? M + - ^ , . n ) ! / 5 ' )

one iibliiins the followiun relations

E U-(J" + » - '''..('''o + 1)]I/2 - dnGn + D - »'.-J("'.2 + I)] = «
I.-I.'-'.I;/I

(5.27)

IZZ1 + ZIlJ — IZI 1 J + JZI,,|, = 0 .
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where the unknown quantities are Ji2 and m^. In the next section we will solve these

constraint equations for the minimal models by using the techniques of the Clebsh-Gordon

decomposition of the isospiu.

6 Discussions and Conclusion

One of tiie consequences of the study carried out in this paper is that unitary minima]

models of conformai central charge c(k) — 1 — G/[(A;+2)(A,-+3)], k = 1,2,... are described

by tho effective action

S = kl[gi\ + I[(h\ - (k + 3)/[/i] + Jd2Z tr(bdc + bde) . (G.I)

where//i./fa nnd // are 2 x 2 matrix elements of the SU (2) groups. The/(/] 's, / = U\,<)-2.h>

are obviously tho VVZW actions given by Eq.(3.13). The «informally invariant action (Cl)

describes the universality classes of critical models of two dimensional statistical mechanics

such as tho 2rf, c = 1/2 critical and r. = 7/10 tricritical Ising models corresponding to

k = 1 and k = 2 respectively. Moreover for a givpu value of A-, the primary fields

<t>r.i\ 1 < v < k + 1,1 < s < k + 2 whose conformai weight Ar,,(£)

Ir[Ic + 3] - # - H 2 ] ] * - l

correspond, in the language of gauged WZW theory, to the ground .statc.-i <f>(ji,ji,jy<)

of the effective action (6.1). Recall Mint, according to Eqs.(4.9-10) and ('1.27-29). these

constrained vacua lead to the following S£/*(2) « Sl/i(2]/SUi.+i(2) conformai woighls

A>,.>,2(A-) = A(A-, J1, ji, J12):

A m JiQi + 1) , hUi + 1) JiaO'ia + 1 ) , c c cAj,J,Ak) = k + 2
 + 3 1~^— + "hA°hv"hi." '

where
0<J<k/2;0<J<l/2 , .

The following two tableaux give the Kac tables for the r = 1/2 and c= 7/10 I.sing models

calculated from the eoset formula Et).(0.3)

(i) e= 1/2 critiral Ising (A

In this case, the last, term of I
•=D
the riglit limici side of Eq.(li.:3) namely.

tho Kronechcrs does not contribute since

j>
0
0

1/2
1/2
1/2

J2
0

1/2
0

1/2
1/2

Ì12

0
1/2
1/2
I)
1

7i is always less I

$0.0
$0.1/2

$1/2.1/2
$1/2.0

$1/2.1

Aj1J1 ,

0
1/1G
1/10
1/2
0

lliau one

$ r .

$11

$12

$22

$21

$23

the term involving

IG 5)
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(ii) e = 7/10 fricritical Ising (fc = 2)

In this taso, the terni involving the product, of Kroneckers Eq.(6.3) contribute since fc > 2.

J l
O
O

1/2
1/2
1/2

1
1
1
1

J2
O

1/2
O

1/2
1/2
O

1/2
1/2

O

J12
O

1/2
1/2
O
1
1

1/2
3/2

O

(Pj1 J 1 2

0D.1)

00,1/2

01/2,1/2

4>l/2.0

01/2.1
01,1

01.1/2
01.3/2
01.0

~ M j " 1 2

0
1/10
3/80
7/16
3/80
1/10
3/5
0

1/2 + 1

<Pr«

01.1

01.2

02,2

02./

02.3
03.:)

0.1.2

0:i.l

0:i.i

(6.6)

Here we want to make a couple of remarks: The first one is that the formula (6.3)

leads to the same Kac InI)Io obtained if one were to use Eti.(G.2). This property which is

explicitly shown in Eqs.(6.5-G) has been checked also for higher values of fc. The second

remark we want Io make is that, the correspondence between Eqs.(0.2) and (C.3) is given

by

r = 2j, + 1, s = 2j ,2 + 1 . (6.7)

Putting back this change into Ek|.(6.2), one gets:

A"J'-'(A) 4(fc + 2)(fc + 3)

where t) < J1 < fc/2 and I) < jw < (fc + l)/2. Note that the above equation docs not

depend on j> and admits the automorphism symmetry

j, — lk- + 2)/2-j,. jn-*-(b + :i)/2-jl2, (6.9)

which is utit manifested in Eqs.((i.3-1). Equating E<is.(6.8) and (6.3-4) one gets the fol-

lowing constraint relation

J Mh + D + hu.i'ii.,"^ = Aj,jlif(*) + jj^Mh-2 + D- ̂ fgjiiC/i +1) (6-10)

wliose solution gives the duality transforniation linking the conformai weights Ar,., and

AM.M,-

Another interesting consetpience of our analysis is that it allows us to work out. field

realizations of the relevant perturbations of minimal models and more generally the de-

format ions of C'u-, x GiJCh1H-, GWZW models. For example, writing the 0j,j,,(fci.A"j)

perturbed action 5 as

S = S11 +Xjd'zfij,.^. (6.11)
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where A is a coupling parameter and Sn is the critical action of the .S'C4,

GWZW theory given by

So[fci, k2;m,;;2, h] = &,/(,/,] + W[U1] - O , + k-2

(G.12)

one ran build up the WZW fields realizations of the </>,•, j , 2 ' s . We have for the first few

terms:
<l>i\ ~tr(.7f'//2+.'/2 Ui)
012 ~tr(<fc'// + /i-'/fc) (G.13)
<fe> ~ tr(iy," ' A + Ir 'ff, ) .

A com|>lete (-liissificntion list will 1«! cons idered in a fu ture occii.sioii [28].

The last interesting consequence denls with topological WZW field theories. The study

made in this paper shows that as A"i {r.oes to zero, the action Sinl,:

v)I[h] + JiPz IT[IIOC + IK)

describes a Gk/Gt topoloftical field theory. Vacua of this quantum field theory are givon

by the. primary fields </Snr, 1 < r < tr + 1 IinvuiK coiifoniial «'('i'Kht.s Arr = ( / • + ] )

(r—l)/[4(k+2)(k+li)]. An inteiestiiif; question which can be studied within the frmiicwork

of GWZW theories is the <j>rx relevant deformations of topologic.al coset theories. Progress

in this flirect.ion will be reported elsewhere
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